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Orientation Built form Spatial 
organization 

Landscape Topography Openness of 
spaces

Functionality of 
built

Materials Pictures

Nagar Castle
includes C shape
planning which is
being involved or
developed to
pitched roof that
creates excess
volume to the in
built structure.

C shape planning
enhances the
closeness in
space also with
the movement of
public. It gives
wider angle view
to all three
directions.

The majestic
deodars, and
the dense
cedar
woodlands
surround
Naggar Castle

The city has
complex and
variable
topography, with
verdant valleys,
forested hillsides,
and streams.

The castle
comprises of the
built up area
around a central
courtyard,
creating an open
space of 60% of
the total land,
acting as a
transition space.

Once upon a time, a
hundred years ago,
it served as a hotel
but now serves as a
rest house.

Local stone was used
in its construction,
with long planks of
wood were set at
regular intervals
between the stone
layers. The roof made
of grey slate at its
peak.

The Hidimba Devi
temple is 24
meters tall.
Tapered conical
towers been
constructed one
over other. It is
to occupy volume
in the interior

The inner space is
volumous to
achieve the
openness
towards the god
sculpture. No
extra usable
space in the
interiors except
the ground floor.

This ancient
temple stands
by a dense
cedar forest,
which is a
beautiful
surprise for
tourists.

The site is
surrounded by the
cedar forest. the
the planer surface
is made with
stones which
provides a rough
texture.

The Temple
comprises of
10% of the open
pathway around
the main
worship space,
acting as an
connecting open
corridor and the
transition space.

It is an ancient cave
temple dedicated to
Hidimba Devi, wife
of Bhima, a figure in
the Indian epic
Mahabharata.

The topmost roof is
conical and clad in
metal, while the
other roofs are
covered with timber
tiles. The temple is
made of mainly
wood and stones.

The tall staff
attracts the
divine blessings
in the form of
lighting. 60 feet
tall built.

As such no
specific spacial
been created in
the built of the
structure. It’s just
the basic layout
over the hill top.

Surrounded by
lush green
trees,
meadows and
apricots.

it has constructed
on the contour
site .the elevation
of 2460 m from
the sea level.
Offers panoramic
views.

The temple is
built at an
altitude of 2460
m, Kullu Valley,
giving an
openness around
with hill views.

It is one of the
ancient & sacred
temples of India,
offers views of the
Parvati & Kullu
valleys.

The temple is of
stone with the
frames of the
entrance door
embellished with
intricate wood
carvings.

Two storey rock
built structure. It
provides in built
volume. The
main area where
the sculpture of
god being placed
is one floor high
to show
connection to
god.

Pillard hall that
includes the in
built structure of
the temple. It
provides
circulation for
worship. Basic
rectangular
planning.

Temple is
surrounded by
cedar trees and
hot spring.

A beautiful temple
set amidst the
dramatic
Himalayan
topography.

The temple is
surrounded by
the structures in
all three
directions and
has a front
setback of 8 ft.,
giving a
transition space
for the users.

It is a temple
dedicated to one of
the seven great
Vedic sages
(Saptarishis), Guru
Vashista.

It is done with dry
masonry and wooden
logs, especially cedar
molds without the
use of slurry.

Nagara style built
form of the
temple structure.
It promotes the
beauty of Hindu
temple
architecture.

Not majorly in
conversance to
spacial of the
temple. Basic
built to Hindu
temple
architecture.

The temple is
surrounded by
beautiful
greenery like
Rosehip trees.

The temple
surrounded by
lush, and the
topography of the
site is verdant
valleys.

The temple has a
setbacks of 8 ft.,
around, giving a
transition space
for the users.

Gauri Shankar
Temple is dedicated
to Lord Shiva and is
located in the village
of Naggar in Manali.

The monumental
edifice is completely
made of black stone
and has a solid
square shaped base.
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